
One Data Management Platform for All 
Your NAS and Cloud Data
With Komprise Intelligent Data Management, powered by Transparent 
Move TechnologyTM  (TMT), you’ll always have the right data, in the right 
place, at the right time—without vendor lock-in.

Komprise Intelligent Data Management
Know First. Move Smart. Take Control.

Komprise is the industry’s only multi-cloud data management-as-a-service that frees you to 
analyze, mobilize, and access the right file and object data across clouds without shackling 
your data to any vendor. Komprise helps you cut 70% of storage costs by right-sizing and 
right-placing data, while making it easy for users to unlock data value.
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Komprise Use Cases:

• Data Analytics: Insight-driven planning.

• Cloud Tiering: Right-place data with 
access at every tier.

• Data Migration: 27x faster than point 
tools.

• Data Replication: Cloud DR at half the 
cost. 

• Feed Data Pipes Index: Unlock data value.
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100%
native access   
to cloud data. 



Don’t Compromise. Komprise. 
With Komprise, you can analyze, migrate, tier, replicate, and extract file and object data anywhere. 

Why Komprise?  
Komprise puts you in control of your unstructured data—
not your storage, cloud, or backup vendor—so you can 
easily right-place data for both cost and performance.

Take Control
Build a foundation and 
unlock the potential of  
your data.

• Ensure data mobility and 
avoid storage vendor lock-in

• Open, standards-based 
platform

• Native cloud access to  
tiered data

Move Smart
Establish analytics-driven 
policies to manage data 
based on its need, usage, 
and value.

• Transparently tier cold data 
without disruption with TMT

• Migrate data 27 times faster
• Replicate to the cloud for 

50% less

Know First
See across your data silos, 
vendors, and clouds to 
make informed storage 
and backup decisions.  

• Analyze any NAS, S3
• Plan, project cost savings
• Search, tag, build a global 

file index with Deep 
Analytics

Key Benefits
No hardware to deploy

No storage agents

Fully preserves file attributes

No degradation of hot data

No scaling limits

No silos or vendor lock-in

No complex configurations

No disruption; runs seamlessly in the 
background

No changes to users or application access 

Learn more at komprise.com
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Why Komprise?  
Komprise puts you in control of your unstructured 
data—not your storage, cloud, or backup vendor—so 
you can easily right-place data for both cost and 
performance.

Don’t see your 
storage?
Komprise works 
across NFS, SMB/
CIFS, REST/S3, and 
more.
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